
More energy  
for training
–
More time for strategic organization of training 
options — Haufe Semigator at MVV Energie AG

The initial situation at MVV Energie AG
The fundamental revolution that’s currently shifting the 
energy industry toward renewable energy sources and 
increased energy efficiency will require employees to 
constantly improve their skills through ongoing training. 
To achieve this, MVV Energie AG needed both inter-
nal training solutions and an open-ended portfolio of 
high-quality seminars from external training providers 
that were aligned with its corporate strategy. 

But due to the large amount of administrative effort 
involved in the training process, the HR department 
didn't have the capacity to manage the training content. 
And that’s exactly the problem that Haufe Semigator 
was brought in to fix. The goal was to establish a more 
efficient training management system, freeing up more 
time for the strategic organization of the company’s 
training options.

Goals 
 y  Smooth, efficient process for training procurement 

 y  Full use of cost savings potential, e.g. by consolidat-
ing available training options

 y  Reliable calculation of relevant indicators for strategic 
personnel development

 y  Intelligent management mechanisms for dynamic, 
needs-based adjustments to the range of available 
training options

Challenges

 y  Decentralized seminar booking for each  
individual department 

 y  HR department expending too much effort on the 
training process, e.g. in the controlling process for 
training courses and in budget management

 y  Lack of control over seminar options and  
cost development

 y  Connection to the SAP SRM procurement  
solution used throughout the group



Solution: With Haufe Semigator, MVV Energie AG has 
improved its entire training management process —  
in terms of both content and process.

Result: Positive feedback Key facts
 Organization: MVV Energie AG

 Industry: Energy supply

 Number of employees: about 6000

 Headquarters: Mannheim, Germany

The keys to Haufe Semigator’s success at MVV Energie AG  

+49 30 206 0340 haufe.de/semigator

“Haufe Semigator helped to reduce the HR department’s 
workload so that it can concentrate on its core mission: 
strategic organization of its training options.”

Anja Märtens, HR department, MVV Energie AG

y  Identification of preferred  
training providers

y  Catalog configured in accordance 
with current needs

y  Training options adapt  
dynamically to group strategy

y  Larger quotas bundled to  
maximize framework  
agreement benefits

 y  Digital representation of  
existing procurement process

 y  Transparent and efficient  
booking process through  
connection to SAP SRM

 y  Analytics for booking behavior 
and reliable calculation of  
indicators

 y  Taking over booking process  
with provider 

 y  Advice on expanding the range  
of seminars offered

 y  Direct comparison of offerings

 y  Customer service for employee 
requests

Training opportunities Booking portal Service


